ABSTRACT Binary translation technology is an effective method to solve the problem of software cross-platform transplantation, especially for software porting without source code. Static binary translation has a good translation effect in general, but it faces the problem of code discovery. Dynamic binary translation can completely reproduce the execution process of the source program according to the execution order of the binary code. But it is severely limited by its low efficiency, as the time of translation is part of the whole runtime and it is no time for better code optimization in dynamic binary translation. This paper aims to optimize the execution process of dynamic binary translation by taking full advantage of the strengths of static binary translation. An optimization method of dynamic binary translation with static pre-translation was proposed in this paper. By pre-translating the source program and using more in-depth code optimization method to optimize the translated code, most of the code translation time can be cut down and the translated code will be more efficient. A new dynamic translation framework with the static pre-translation module, based on the dynamic translator named QEMU (a quick emulator), was designed to translate the x86 program to the Sunway platform. As the experimental results show, the framework and optimization method are valid to improve the efficiency of the general dynamic translator.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of computer technology, processors of different instruction set architectures (ISA) are developing rapidly, such as the x86 processor, the ARM processor, the MIPS processor and the Sunway processor. However, there are some software compatibility problems between different ISA processors. For example, it is impossible for the x86 applications to execute directly on the Sunway processor, as the Sunway processor could not recognize the x86 binary code. At the same time, the lack of application limits the design and promotion of new processors. In order to solve the application and promotion problems of some new processors, it is necessary for them to support a lot of popular applications, especially some good application software on x86 platform. That is, the cross-platform translation problems of some software have to be solved. Therefore, binary translation technology arose at the historic moment [1] .
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Binary translation is a special compilation technology. Its core goal is to convert a binary executable sequence of instructions on a machine to another by code translation operations, especially for machines designed on different instruction set architectures. Binary translation has been widely used in software security analysis [2] , [3] , program behavior analysis [4] , software reverse engineering, system virtual, cloud computing [5] and other fields. Also, binary translation technology has become the main method of software transplantation [6] . Such as, FX!32 transplants the Win32 applications on x86 platform to the Alpha platform [7] , [8] . The cross-platform static binary translator UQBT (University of Queensland binary translator), developed by the University of Queensland, can support the translation of applications from different source platforms to destination platforms. The dynamic binary translator QEMU (a quick emulator) supports both system-level simulation and application-level translation, which has been successfully implemented on the Sunway and Loongson platform [9] .
Generally, binary translation can be divided into two classes according to its implementation way [10] : static binary translation (SBT) and dynamic binary translation (DBT).
Static binary translation can extract, analyze and translate the executable files of source platform without running the program. It can use more complex code analysis and optimization algorithm to generate high-quality code, as the translation time does not occupy the execution time of the translated program in static binary translation. Moreover, the characteristics of static translation with multiple executions in one translation are also well suited for the translation of high-performance computing programs. Static binary translation has lower development costs and higher performance benefit. Under certain circumstances, the performance of translated program even can exceed the local version [11] - [13] . What a pity is that static binary translation is difficult to deal with code discovery and code localization problems. That is, parts of executable files can only be accessed through an indirect branch whose target address can be known only at running time.
Dynamic binary translation [14] is a kind of real-time translation technology, which can solve the problem of code discovery and code localization well. Dynamic binary translation takes basic blocks as units, completing the work of source code translation in the order of program execution. Unlike simulated execution, DBT caches the resulting code and records the description of branch instructions. During the process of dynamic binary translation, the time of translation and optimization occupy the whole execution time of the translated programs. Hence, it is not suitable to use some deep and complex optimization methods. Even though there are many optimization methods, such as hot path optimization [15] , register mapping optimization [16] , [17] , multi-threaded parallel optimization [9] and memory access optimization [18] , which can improve the efficiency of dynamic binary translation effectively, the problem of low efficiency in dynamic binary translation is still prominent. Generally speaking, DBT has drawn much attention in research and application for its good completeness and adaptability [19] . And how to solve the efficiency problem has become a hot research topic [20] , [21] in the field of dynamic binary translation.
As the code generated by static binary translator has better efficiency while dynamic binary translation has better completeness, the dynamic and static combined binary translation attracted the attentions of researchers. There are some key problems need to be solved, in order to achieve the advantage integration of dynamic translation and static translation, as the static translator and dynamic translator work with different mechanisms.
In order to make full use of the advantages of static and dynamic binary translation, we need to focus on three areas. First of all, the dynamic translation mechanisms for completeness must be preserved. Secondly, the process of translation should be deployed in the static translation parts as many as possible, as the translation time in DBT takes up the whole time of application execution. Finally, the dynamic translator needs to be able to use the code translated by the static binary translator, which requires the code consistency between the static translation and the dynamic translation. Moreover, the dynamic translators need to be able to distinguish whether the codes were translated by static translators or not.
In order to improve the software migration efficiency, the study on how to combine the two main ways of translation was carried out. The main works made by this paper are as follows.
1. A common description of binary translation was proposed, to explain the essence of binary translation and optimize the process of binary translation better. Then the differences and connections between dynamic binary translation and static binary translation are introduced, which provides theoretical support for the combination of static and dynamic translation methods.
2. An optimization method of dynamic binary translation by executing static pre-translation functions was designed to improve the overall efficiency of translators, which can also be extended to other dynamic binary translators.
3. A method of using address information to maintain the executive order of the translated codes was designed. No matter these codes were translated by the static translation or the dynamic translation, they can be used successfully, to ensure the translated codes can be executed correctly.
4. A static pre-translation dynamic translator based on QEMU was designed finally, which can migrate the binary applications from x86 platform to Sunway platform. And it can extend the application scope of Sunway computer effectively.
The background of this paper was introduced in the first part. Then a common description of binary translation as the theoretical support was given in Section II. After that, the framework of conventional dynamic binary translator and static pre-translation dynamic translator was described in Section III. Next, the implementation of the static pre-translation dynamic translator was expounded in Section IV and the experimental data was showed in Section V. At last, a brief summary was made in Section VI.
For the sake of no ambiguity and convenient description, some conventions for the description were made in this paper. The installation platform of the binary translator is called the local host platform. The program can be executed on x86 platform which would be translated is called the source target program. The programs that can be executed directly on the local platform, obtained by the binary translator, are called translated programs.
The section II will construct a common description of the binary translation, and explain the feasibility of using the code translated from the static in dynamic translation.
II. COMMOM DESCRIPTION OF BINARY TRANSLATION
The core goal of binary translation is to translate the source program into a locally executable one. The main differences between SBT and DBT are the time and the input of the translation process. If the results of static translation need to be used in the process of dynamic translation, it means some corresponding code in dynamic translation need to be replaced. It requires that the codes obtained by the two translation mechanisms are equivalent.
This part provides a theoretical basis for the feasibility of static pre-translation optimization by constructing a general description of the binary translation process.
A. EQUIVALENT TRANSFORMATION OF INSTRUCTION
The emphasis of binary translation is the mapping change of machine state. At the same time, the translation process also enables the transformation of instructions between different architectures. The state mapping and instruction interpretation function mapping are used to describe the instruction transformation process in paper [22] . The translation process can be described by three tuples, which looks upon the transformation as mapping between two math systems.
A machine M can be represented by the following triple:
S represents the state set of the machine; I represents the instruction set of the machine; γ : I × S → S represents the interpretation function of the machine's state transition, which is the cartesian product of instruction set and machine state set.
When the machine M executes the instructions i ∈ I in state s ∈ S, the next state can be represented as γ (i, s).
The function γ represents the instruction operation of the program in a machine. It can be obtained by the computable equivalence of Turing machine. Any programs running on a universal Turing machine can be computed by another universal Turing machine. Therefore, the source platform can be simulated on the local platform, which is the theoretical basis of software portability.
The equivalent machine state mapping from the source platform to the local platform can be described as ϕ S : S T → S H . The equivalent instruction mapping from the source platform to the local platform can be described as ϕ I : I T → I * H , as it is often necessary to use multiple local machine instructions to simulate one source machine instruction in cross-architecture binary translation. The I * H represents the instruction sequence of the local platform machine.
Based on these declarations and definitions, the mapping relationship of machine state and the instructions can be showed in figure 1 .
The process that the instruction i T is executed on the source machine M T from the initial state s T , can be simulated by the process that the instruction sequence ϕ I (i T ) is executed on the local machine M H from the initial state of ϕ S (s T ). The arrows of full line in figure 1 show the change of the machine state through the execution of instructions; The arrows of dotted line indicate the mapping relationships between the corresponding elements, such as the state and the instructions.
Machine M H would use the local instruction sequence ϕ I (i T ) to simulate the instruction sequence i T based on the mapped machine state ϕ S (s T ). So, there are two paths from When the instruction transformation is valid, the states calculated from different paths in the wireframe should be the same as:
Therefore, the final state of the local host platform is always the same whether the mapping calculation is done or the computation is performed first. This not only satisfies the application requirements of machine simulation, but also satisfies the consistency of computable algebraic system. And the equivalence of binary translation is always determined by the end state of the execution of the program. This model can effectively describe the equivalent state and instruction transformation process from source target platform to local host platform, and this is what the essence of binary translation is.
B. DESCRIPTION OF TRANSLATION PROCESS
As we known, the logic function of a program is determined by the logical function of each instruction, the organizational relationship of the program and the execution order of instructions. Therefore, in binary translation process, the execution order of the instructions in the source program still needs to be maintained after the translation, in order to ensure the equivalence of translated program logic function.
The basic unit of binary translation is the instructions in the source program that can be run directly on the source platform. Instructions can be stored in a file or be loaded in memory as bytecode.
To describe the binary translation process, the instruction sequence transforming and the relationship of instruction execution order need to be described, as shown in figure 2.
In figure 2 , the process in the dashed box describes the process of instruction transformation. The start and end of the translation process is organized as two binary executable bytecode sequences which are equivalent on logic function. It is necessary to analyze the execution order relationship between instructions and rebuild the relationship to retain the execution order of local translated instructions, to be sure the correctness of binary translation.
After ensuring the correctness of the instruction transformation and the consistent order of executing, the logic VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Abstract process of binary translation.
functions of source program finally have been implemented on the local platform.
In fact, the code obtained from static binary translation and dynamic binary translation is consistent, so the translated code obtained by static translation can be used in dynamic binary translation theoretically. If the source codes could be translated by SBT first, then be run during the process of dynamic translation, the translation cost in dynamic binary translation will be reduced. Hence, we can make full use of the optimization methods in static binary translation, and more efficient code can be gotten.
III. EFFICIENCY OPTIMIZATION OF DYNAMIC BINARY TRANSLATION
In theory, the translated programs obtained from dynamic and static binary translation are equivalent. This is the basic for dynamic translator to use the code translated by static translation. To reduce the overhead of the whole translation process, to increase the efficiency of the whole runtime better and to make full use of the advantages of static binary translation, the cost of dynamic translation process should be analyzed firstly [23] .
A. PROCESS ANALYSIS OF DYNAMIC BINARY TRANSLATION
Before reforming the dynamic binary translator, we should first analyze the execution process of dynamic binary translation. The general framework of dynamic binary translator is shown as figure 3. There are usually 6 functional modules in a general dynamic binary translator: the initialization module, the translation module, the execution module, the query module and the code cache module. Every function module is represented by the wireframes of full line in figure 3. The data structure maintained by the dynamic binary translator during execution is represented by the wireframes of dotted line, for example the simulated environment module. The arrow of full line represents the corresponding execution flow between the function modules, and the arrow of dotted line represents the direction of input and output when the translation process is going on.
Initialization is the first step in the execution process of a dynamic binary translator, including creating a virtual environment and loading the executable files.
Then the loop iteration of the query, translation, and execution are carried out during the process. The source code to be executed in the simulation environment is the input of the query process, which may be translated and stored in the code cache. The main function of the query module is to find the address of the translated code stored in the memory of cache. When the query is successful, the program will continue with running the translated code in the cache directly. When the query fails, the source code to be executed in the simulation environment will be used as input to the translation module to be translated, then the translated results will be sent to the execution module to execute. Meanwhile they will be saved in the code cache.
When the query can always hit, the translator is executing within the processes of query and execution. If the query is missing, the translation process will be required to perform between the query and execution processes. And the translation overhead will be increased, as the translation occupies some time.
Generally, there are two possibilities of query missing. The first one is that the corresponding source code has never been translated. The second one is that the results of translation have been refreshed in the cache. Optimization for the hit rate in the second case belongs to the study of code cache management optimization [24] . This paper mainly focuses on the optimization for the hit rate in the first case, to improve the hit rate of the initial query of the source binary code.
B. DYNAMIC BINARY TRANSLATOR FRAMEWORK WITH STATIC PRE-TRANSLATION
To improve the execution speed of the translated program on the local platform, the static pre-translation module was appended to the traditional dynamic binary translator, as a new optimization method, by reducing the cost of the translation process. The core content of the static pre-translation optimization method is to complete some translation work before dynamic translator running. And the implementation of this method would change the framework of general dynamic binary translator. The static pre-translation optimization dynamic binary translator framework designed in this paper is shown in figure 4 .
In the framework of pre-translating dynamic binary translator, the same binary executable file is used as input by both of the static translator and dynamic translator. But unlike normal static translators, the static translator here is not very strict about the completeness. It just translates the instruction sequences that can be found and stores the results as a dynamic shared library rather than an executable file.
In contrast to figure 3 , the dynamic translator in figure 4 extends a module like code cache. The library includes translating results with corresponding address of source code.
It can be seen from the figure that for the source binary code that is statically translated, its translation process is always before its dynamic query process. Thereby there is no need to translate these codes at runtime, reducing the overall runtime for the dynamic translator and improving the efficiency.
However, there are two key problems need to be solved to realize the mechanism of static pre-translation. The first is the availability of static translation code. It needs the code obtained by static translator to have the same function of the code obtained by dynamic translation. It is the precondition for replacement. The second is to achieve the use of static translation results by perfecting the query and translation module. Since not all code can be translated by static translator, the query and execution process need to distinguish weather the source code has been pre-translated and not.
And the section IV will describe the implementation of the static pre-translation dynamic binary translator, about how to use the code translated by static translation in the dynamic translation process.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF STATIC PRE-TRANSLATION OPTIMIZATION
Two core elements in binary translation, instruction transformation and executive order maintenance, have been introduced in section II. This section will explain the implementation of static pre-translation dynamic binary translator from the two aspects of instruction transformation and executive order.
A. CONSISTENT INSTRUCTION TRANSFORMATION PATTERN
In the process of instruction transformation, the corresponding state mapping and instruction mapping are required for both dynamic and static translation. Before discussing the requirement of the binary translation framework on instruction transformation, an example of transformation is given in figure 5 .
Most translators construct a similar abstract syntax tree as in the upper right part of figure 5, to interpret the source instructions and create a clear interface between the front end and the back end during instruction transformation. Figure 5 depicts the process of translating the x86 instruction ''push ebp'' into six instructions of the Sunway platform. Although only one register ''ebp'' is an explicit operating object in the source instruction, two variables are required in the local instruction sequence after translation, to represent the register ''ebp'' and ''esp''. This is because the register ''esp'' is the implicit operand of push and pop instructions. The push and pop instructions automatically adjust the value VOLUME 7, 2019 of the ''esp'', and the register ''ebp'' only accesses the ''esp'' at a certain time.
For the correctness of whole translation system, the instruction transformation in the same program always uses consistent mapping pattern. If the identical operating object is present in different instructions, the result of the operating object mapping in the local environment is identical. That is, a fixed local storage unit is usually used for a fixed source operating object. For example, the translating result of instruction A uses local storage unit m to represent storage unit p of the source platform, then the instructions of the program which contain A must use m to represent p.
The result of the transformation is independent of the translation method-no matter it's dynamic or static binary translation, When the matching pattern of instruction mapping and the state mapping are the same. That is, the translating results obtained by the two translation methods are substitutable. The real difficulty is how to be sure dynamic binary translation can make good use of the content of static binary translation, to speed up the execution of local translated code.
B. QUERY AND EXECUTION BASED ON ADDRESS INFORMATION
The correctness of the instruction transformation has been ensured. So just execute the results of both dynamic and static translation with the order maintained. Some instructions in the source grogram may or may not be executed, so as the translating results of them.
In the execution order of the whole translation, parts of the instructions in the sequence are translated statically and parts are translated dynamically. The instructions need to be differentiated. This is conducive to the execution sequence maintenance, as well as the segmentation of dynamic translation fragments and static translations.
1) THE ADDRESS DESCRIPTION OF THE INSTRUCTION SEQUENCE
For mainstream common processors, the control of instruction executive order is realized by modifying the value of the instruction pointer register. The value of the register is always the loading address of the instruction to be executed next, so the loading address of the instruction is closely related to its executive order.
The loading address is the only identification that the machine gets the instruction during executing, and it is the basis for the executive order of the instructions in the program. Every kind of processors will indicate the operation of its storage unit in the execution of the instruction, including the modification of the instruction pointer register.
The instruction's loading address can be used as the unique identification of the instruction, as the value in the instruction pointer register is the loading address of the following instruction in a determinate execution process. Therefore, the instruction I can be represented by the following quadruple array.
I = (addr, length, op, ob) .
In the quadruple array: op represents the operation; ob represents the operation object; addr represents the loading address of I ; length represents the length of I ; op and ob describe the logic function while addr and length describe the storage form of the instruction.
The sequence of source instructions for static translation is usually in code segment that are loaded in read-only mode, so it does not take the self-modifying code into account. At this point, the instructions and addresses in the program always correspond to each other. Instructions that use the same bytecode representation are loaded at different addresses and are considered to be two different instructions.
Because the elements addr and length, are not related to the elements op and ob, the corresponding relationship between the address and the logic function is formed during the executing of the program. Similarly, there is a correspondence between the entry of the system call and the function of the system call. In program analysis, it is also used to predict the function of the sequence of instructions, according to the address of the current execution instruction.
2) STATIC PRE-TRANSLATION MODULE
Using address sequence to describe the instruction sequence, the translating information of the instruction can be annotated to maintain the executive order of the translating results. In addition to the instruction transformation, it also needs to complete two works, as the address conversion and code package, to be sure the dynamic binary translation can use the code translated by static translation correctly.
a: CONVERSION OF ADDRESS
The input of a static translation is a binary executable file. The instructions stored in file are accessed by the offset address of themselves. However, the loading address is needed to maintain the executive order of instructions. Therefore, it is necessary to finish the conversion from the offset address in a binary executable file to the loading address in memory.
In static binary translation, the process of converting the offset address to the loading address, is like the loading process of an executable file executes.
b: CODE PACKAGE
Binary translation is usually based on basic blocks, even though instruction is the smallest unit of code translation.
In a basic block, the execution sequence of instructions is very simple and always can be calculated as: Where A and B are the adjacent instructions of the execution sequence in a basic block. And IPis the value in instruction pointer register after the execution of instructionA.
Therefore, the translation results of the instructions in the same basic block can maintain the correct executive order, according to the order of the source instruction sequence. Then the division of the basic block and the discovery of the code can be implemented easily. There is no definite executive order about the translation results of basic blocks in static binary translation. And the maintenance of their executive order depends on the call order by the dynamic translator.
In order to enable the dynamic translator to successfully call these translation results without affecting the original performance of the dynamic translator. The code translated from each basic block is packaged as a function, and all the functions translated from a binary executable program are packaged into a dynamic shared library file.
The process of static pre-translation is shown in figure 6 . The code translated by the static part can be packaged through the helper function in QEMU. In fact, the encapsulated code is the local Sunway code through the helper function st_helper_address, The pseudo code of the package function is shown in figure 7.
3) THE QUERY AND EXECUTION IN DYNAMIC
When the dynamic translator starts executing, it will first query the basic block in the code cache to check whether the block was translated and stored in, and then send the translation results of the basic block to be executed in the simulation environment.
When the query fails, that is the basic block has not yet been translated, so the instructions of the basic block will be translated right now. The translated instructions would be executed soon.
If the basic block has been translated in static pretranslation, then a specific translation method should be used to make the static pre-translation result can be called by the dynamic translator's execution module. And the ability of query and execution the translated results by static translation in the dynamic translator is needed. A special method is needed here.
The result of static translation consists of two parts: 1. The list of loading addresses of all basic block translated in static pre-translation.
2. A dynamic shared library file containing functions which are obtained by packaging the translating result of each basic block.
In order to using the result of static pre-translation better, an algorithm is designed, as shown in figure 8 .
This algorithm realizes the function of using the results of pre-translation in the query and execution process of dynamic translator. Furthermore, the advantages of using an indirect call as the translating result of the specific basic block are as follows:
1) It improves the versatility of this optimization method.
2) The results of static pre-translation do not take up the code cache space of the translator, and the complexity of code cache managing can be reduced.
3) It just changes the query process while the execution process is as the original. The cost of dynamic binary translation has not increased. 
V. EXPERIMENTAL TEST A. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT AND TEST CASE
The optimization method of using the static pre-translation in dynamic binary translation is mainly to improve the migration of the binary executable program from x86/Linux platform to the Sunway/Linux platform. The experimental environment is shown in table 1.
The instruction architecture set on the source platform is x86-64. The instruction architecture set on the local target platform is Sunway (SW410), which is similar to the Sunway TaihuLight processor chip. And the translator SDQEMU (static pre-translation dynamic quick emulator) is equipped on the Sunway processor. The specific test sets include Nbench test set [25] and SPEC 2006 set [26] , as shown in table 2 and table 3 .
The Nbench test set focuses on testing the performance of the instruction-level function. The SPEC2006 test set focuses on testing the performance of the overall translation system.
B. TESTS OF CORRECTNESS AND PERFORMANCE
All the test program shown in table 2 and table 3 can be translated and executed correctly from x86-64 platform to the Sunway platform by the translator SDQEMU, as shown in table 4 .
The symbols √ in Table 4 indicate that the result of program execution translated by QEMU or SDQEMU is exactly the same as that of the source program executes on the source platform, which proves the correctness of the improved translator. Based on the correctness test, the performance of SDQEMU was tested using the same benchmark. The performance improvement of SDQEMU is mainly reflected in comparison with QEMU, which is experimented on the same source platform and the same local target platform. The speed ratio of SDQEMU was defined as:
T QEMU is the execution time of the translated program obtained by the translator QEMU.
T SDQEMU is the execution time of the translated program obtained by the translator SDQEMU. In the formula, if the Ratio is greater than 1, it represents the translator SDQEMU is faster; otherwise, the original translator QEMU is faster.
The test results of the Nbench test set are shown in figure 9 , and the test results of the SPEC2006 test set are shown in figure 10 . In all the 21 test items showed in figure 9 and figure 10 , the ratio is above 1. The ratios of 15 items are just a little bigger than 1. The ratios of 4 items is between 2 and 10. There are 2 items with the ratio greater than 10 and the highest is almost close to 30. The test items in figure 9 have an average acceleration ration of 5.6 and the test items in figure 10 have an average acceleration ration of 2.1. The STRING_SORT, FOURIER, 429.mcf and 456.hmmer have the better performance improvement, mainly because there are more functions in these test items and the static pre-translation can achieve better optimization.
It indicates that the static pre-translation optimization can accelerate the execution speed of the binary translator effectively. According to the figure 9 and figure 10 , the test items of Nbench have a better acceleration than the items of SPEC2006. This is because the proposed optimization method is mainly aimed at the reduction of translation costs at run time. The time costed by translation process is related to the number and complexity of the instructions to be transformed. Compared with SPEC 2006 test suite, Nbench test suite has more loop structure. Therefore, this optimization has a better effect on the Nbench test set, which is used to test the instruction level performance, and there is a worse effect on the SPEC test set which is generally used to test the performance of certain algorithm.
The percentage of the static pre-translations in the whole source program execution sequence is shown in figure 11 as the further testing result of SPEC.
Comparing with the speedup radio in figure 10 , it can be seen that the items which have a higher acceleration effect also are with a higher percentage of static pre-translations. The optimization effect is affected by the code discovery ability of the static translator and the specific execution path of the source program at runtime. VOLUME 7, 2019 Finally, the test results of several recursive algorithm examples are given in figure 12 to verify the previous conclusions. Examples of the test items include Fibonacci, N-queen, Qsort and Mergesort program.
The average speedup ratio of recursive examples is 3.13 which is close to the ratio of SPEC2006. Because the execution path almost is fixed, and most of the code could be translated by the static pre-translation part. The optimization effect of the method proposed in this paper is not obvious in these test items. Just as the general dynamic translator can cache the translating result of the execution path and the performance of QEMU towards these test items is not bad.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a common description of binary translation was proposed to explain the essence of binary translation and optimize the process of binary translation better. Then the main difference between dynamic binary translation and static binary translation are introduced. After that, an optimization method of dynamic binary translation by executing static pre-translation functions was designed to improve the overall efficiency of translators.
To ensure the static translated codes can be executed correctly in the dynamic translator, a method of using address information to maintain the executive order of the codes translated by the static translation part and the dynamic translation part was designed. Based on the detailed description and analysis on the process of binary translation, a static pretranslation dynamic translator based on QEMU was designed, which can migrate the binary applications from x86 platform to the Sunway platform. And it can extend the application scope of Sunway computer effectively. The validity of the ideas and methods proposed in this paper is verified by experiments. 
